
 

 
 
 

Fame is a unique woollen upholstery fabric with a wearability of 200,000 
Martindale, but which is nevertheless extra soft and stretchable. 
 
The fabric is silky smooth thanks to its exclusive fine woollen worsted - a finer wool than 
generally seen on the contract market, but assured of outstanding durability via new yarn 
structures and spinning methods. 
 
Fame possesses unique upholstering properties. The fabric stretches 9.5% in both 
directions. Perfect upholstering is therefore easier with Fame, even on furniture with 
round and organic forms. 
 
Colour range 
There are 60 shades in the colour range, from subtle natural tones to clear signal colours 
which appeal to both the private and contract markets. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Specifications 

Composition 95% wool / 5% polyamide   

Environment Ecolabel Flower 
Oeko-Tex 100 certified 

  

Abrasion resistance Rubs Martindale (EN ISO 12947-2)  200,000 

Flammability BS EN 1021 1&2 
BS 5852,Crib 5 
Calif. Bull. 117E 
NFP 92-503:M2 (Zirpro) 
ÖNORM B 3825-B1-3800-Q1, UK(Flovan) 
UNI 9175 Class 2.IM 
AM 18 - NF D 60-013 
BS 5852 Part 1 0,1 Cigarette & match 
DIN 4102-B2(Zirpro) 

 

Number of colours 60   

Design Inger Mosholt Nielsen   

Colour scale Mette Mikkelsen    



 

 
 

 
With its well-known crêpe structure, Gaja is now a modern classic and Europe's 
most popular contract upholstery fabric in pure new wool. 
 
Topical colour range 
Gaja is available in a topical colour range, ensuring future sustainable trends and global 
use. 
Gaja's colour range spans the entire scale - from soft pastels through bright new classics 
to exclusive deep tones 
 

Specifications 

Composition 100% worsted wool   

Environment Ecolabel Flower 
Oeko-Tex 100 certified   

Abrasion resistance rubs Martindale (EN ISO 12947-2) 50,000 

Flammability BS EN 1021 1&2 
BS 5852,Crib 5 
BS 476 Part 7, class 1 
ÖNORM B 3825- B1 
ÖNORM A 3800 part 1-Q1 
UNI 9175 Class 1 I EMME 
NFP 92-503:M2 
IMO A.652 (16) 
MED Certificate IMO 
AM 18 - NF D 60-013 

  

Number of colours 60   

Design Dorte Bo Bojesen   

Colour scale Mette Mikkelsen    



 

 
 

 

Luna is closely related to the classic well-known cloth fabric. Luna gains its life and 
personality through the melange play of colours. 
 
Luna is a felt fabric with deep roots in Gabriel's proud wool tradition, and it tells a story 
of culture and experience. 
 
At the same time, the felt's simple and discreet character has a central place in today's 
strongly individual interior design. 
 
Colour range 
The colour range was designed to radiate an atmosphere of poetry, feeling and 
reminiscences, and includes a graphical range running from grey through brown to 
golden nuances. 
 
The entire colour range is also attractively represented by intense colours which give the 
range warmth and energy. And last but not least, added refinement is added to the range 
with a selected handful of dusted pastels. 

 

 
Specifications 

Composition 90% wool / 10% polyamide   

Environment Ecolabel Flower 
Oeko-Tex 100 certified 

  

Abrasion resistance rubs Martindale (EN ISO 12947-2) 70,000 

Flammability BS EN 1021 1&2 
Calif. Bull. 117E 
BS 5852 P.2 Crib 5 (Zirpro) 
BS EN 1021 1&2 
BS 5852 P1, 0 Cigaret 
BS 5852 Part 1 0,1 Cigarette & match 
IMO A.652(16)(Zirpro) 
MED Certificate IMO 

  

Number of colours 45   

Design Anne Lasthein   

Colour scale Anne Lasthein    

 
 
 




